A modified fuzzy clustering algorithm for operator independent brain tissue classification of dual echo MR images.
Methods for brain tissue classification or segmentation of structural magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) data should ideally be independent of human operators for reasons of reliability and tractability. An algorithm is described for fully automated segmentation of dual echo, fast spin-echo MRI data. The method is used to assign fuzzy-membership values for each of four tissue classes (gray matter, white matter, cerebrospinal fluid and dura) to each voxel based on partition of a two dimensional feature space. Fuzzy clustering is modified for this application in two ways. First, a two component normal mixture model is initially fitted to the thresholded feature space to identify exemplary gray and white matter voxels. These exemplary data protect subsequently estimated cluster means against the tendency of unmodified fuzzy clustering to equalize the number of voxels in each class. Second, fuzzy clustering is implemented in a moving window scheme that accommodates reduced image contrast at the axial extremes of the transmitting/receiving coil. MRI data acquired from 5 normal volunteers were used to identify stable values for three arbitrary parameters of the algorithm: feature space threshold, relative weight of exemplary gray and white matter voxels, and moving window size. The modified algorithm incorporating these parameter values was then used to classify data from simulated images of the brain, validating the use of fuzzy-membership values as estimates of partial volume. Gray:white matter ratios were estimated from 20 twenty normal volunteers (mean age 32.8 years). Processing time for each three-dimensional image was approximately 30 min on a 170 MHz workstation. Mean cerebral gray and white matter volumes estimated from these automatically segmented images were very similar to comparable results previously obtained by operator dependent methods, but without their inherent unreliability.